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While at a hotel in Kuwait awaiting 
permission to enter Iraq, Wilton introduces 
himself to a stranger at the next table. He 
recognises the man’s name, Lyn Cassady (George 
Clooney), from an interview he did earlier.

Cassady soon reveals that he was part of 
the New Earth Army, a special battalion of 
soldiers, trained by Bill Django (Jeff Bridges). 
These soldiers were trained in yoga and other 
Eastern philosophies and tried to develop 
their psychic powers. This sounds quite 
far‑fetched, except that it’s based on truth. 
During the 1980s, the US army did investigate 
the possibility of using psychic powers.

Much of the film’s humour lies simply in the 
strangeness of these experiments. As Wilton 

follows Cassady into Iraq, Cassady reveals 
more and more of the US Army’s research, 
each experiment seems stranger than the next, 
culminating with an attempt to try stopping the 
heart of a goat with his mind, which according 
to Cassady happened.

The character of Cassady is also a figure 
of fun because he never questions the 
contradictions between his supposed 
spirituality and its military uses. At the 
beginning of their trip, he shows Wilton 
a small plastic device called the predator. “The 
predator is 100 % biodegradable. It’s friendly to 
the earth and it can hurt you in a hundred ways,” 
which Cassady then proceeds to demonstrate.

The film also pokes a lot of fun at* 
military carelessness. A perfect example 
is when Brigadier General Hopgood, who 
supports Bill Django’s ideas, is trying to justify 
military research into psychic powers to his 
commanding officer, General Brown.

Brown: But when did the Soviets begin this 
type of research?

Hopgood: Well sir, it looks like they found out 
about our attempt to telepathically communicate 
with one of our nuclear subs*, the Nautilus, 
while it was under the polar cap*.

Brown: What attempt?
Hopgood: There was no attempt. It seems the 

story was a French hoax. But the Russians think 
the story about the story being a French hoax is 
just a story, sir.

Brown: So they’ve started doing psi research 
because they thought we were doing psi research 
when in fact we weren’t doing psi research.

Hopgood: Yes sir. But now that they are 
doing psi research, we’re going to have to do psi 
research sir. We can’t afford to have the Russians 
leading the field in paranormal.

Toward the end of the film, Cassady 
reveals he’s on a secret mission, though 
he himself is a little unsure what this 
mission is. When he and Wilton stumble 
upon a private security firm run by one of 
his army colleagues Larry Hooper (Kevin 
Spacey) and where Django, now a drunk, 
is working., Cassady believes that closing 
down this firm was his real reason for being 
in Iraq all along.

This film is definitely worth a few laughs but 
as a real view of the military, it’s one which you 
have to take with a pinch of salt*, even if it is 
based on fact.
Ryan Scott (Australia)
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 VocabulaRy 

appearance [@"pI@r(@)ns] – vzhled 
to take up – zabývat se
to cover the war – aby psal o válce 
pro [pr@U] – profík
battalion [b@"talI@n] – prapor 

(vojenská jednotka)

psychic powers ["sVIkIk] – 
psychické síly 

far-fetched [fA;"fEtSt] – za vlasy 
přitažený 

spirituality [%spIrItSU"alIti] – 
duchovno

to proceed [pr@"si;d] – přikročit 
(k něčemu)

psi research [psVI] – 
parapsychologický výzkum 

to reveal [rI"vi;l] – odhalit
to stumble upon ["stVmb(@)l] – 

narazit 
drunk – opilec
to close down – zavřít

 GloSSaRy * 

to poke fun at sb – to make someone seem stupid 
by making jokes about them or laughing at them

subs – an abbreviation for submarine (ponorka)
polar cap – a region covered in ice
to take with a pinch of salt – not to believe 

everything what sb says

George Clooney

Each of us deals with a life crisis in 
a different way. Some of us might 
change our appearance, take up 
a new hobby or find religion. When 
journalist bob Wilton’s (Ewan 
McGregor) wife leaves him, Wilton 
decides to go to Iraq to cover the 
war and so prove his wife that he is 
a pro, a real journalist.


